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Abstract

In this paper we consider the novel idea of Closest Feature Maps (CFMs) applied to refinable collision response
in order to address the potential issues and problems associated with over approximation of contact informa-
tion for time-critical collision detection schemes that utilise sphere-tree bounding volume hierarchies. Existing
solutions to time-critical collision handling can at timessuffer from over-approximation of required contacting
data, which may lead to undesirable or implausible physicalresponse. Our CFM solution essentially utilises in-
formation for contact data approximation based on the underlying geometry of the colliding objects rather than
potentially problematic properties of the contacting bounding volumes. The merits of the scheme lie in its simplic-
ity and effectiveness to handle refinable collision data in an efficient manner and could quite easily be extended to
incorporate other types of bounding volume hierarchies forinterruptible collision handling.

Categories and Subject Descriptors(according to ACM CCS): I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry
and Object Modelling - Physically based modeling I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three Dimensional Graphics and
Realism - Animation I.6.5 [Simulation and Modeling]: ModelDevelopment, Modeling Methodologies

1. Introduction

Obtaining useful information for collision resolution after a
potential collision has been detected is vital for good plau-
sible dynamic response. The traditional approach in a col-
lision detection scheme that utilises Bounding Volume Hi-
erarchies (BVHs) such as sphere-trees, is to have each leaf
of the tree contain the information about which polygon(s)
it bounds. Upon traversal down to the leaf level signifying
a positive collision, more expensive and exact schemes such
as polygon-polygon, face-edge or similar intersection tests
are further conducted. From these tests, useful collision in-
formation such as point(s) and normal(s) of contact are ob-
tained for collision resolution. In such collision detection ap-
proaches, the BVHs are utilised as a detection acceleration
technique only.

For time-critical collision detection, such an approach
may not be possible due to the uncertainty that we may ever
reach the leaf level of our BVH. For such schemes, a BVH

† This paper represents work done by the author while with the
Image Synthesis Group, Trinity College Dublin as a PhD candidate

must be treated as inherently part of the entire collision han-
dling process, whereby a quick definitive answer must be
obtainable at any level of the hierarchy.

The problem of what to do during interruption in a time-
critical collision detection schema still very much remains
an open question. To our knowledge, very few researchers to
date have considered the question of thenext stepbeyond in-
terruption of collision detection. In this paper we build upon
the work of Dingliana and O’Sullivan [DO00]. While their
proposed contact resolution scheme works quite well, it can
potentially provide over-approximations. This is most no-
ticeable during cases of continuous contact and when we are
forced to resolve collisions at higher levels of the bounding
volume hierarchy, resulting in a detraction from the overall
plausibility of the physical simulation. This paper proposes
an improved refinable collision handling scheme that recti-
fies the potential drawbacks of Dingliana and O’Sullivan’s
approximation scheme. To improve contact data approxima-
tion, we propose the use ofClosest Feature Maps(CFMs)
to quickly approximate essential contact information at the
polygonal level rather than using spherical geometry. The
merits of the proposed scheme lie in its simplicity and ro-
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bustness. Although we present the scheme here for spheres
in a sphere-tree BVH, the general idea of the scheme could
be easily extended to accomodate other bounding volume
structures such as AABB-trees, OBB-trees or K-DOPs.

2. Background and Previous Work

The notion of interruptible collision detection, which al-
lows us to arbitrarily stop collision detection processing
to conform to timing restrictions was first introduced by
Hubbard [Hub95b]. In Hubbard’s scheme, sphere-trees were
used for interruptible collision detection, accounting for time
constraints. In this manner, a refinable level of detail col-
lision detection was achieved whereby it was possible for
the simulation to fall back to a lower level approximation
of collisions whenever time constraints prohibited full colli-
sion processing. In Hubbard’s algorithm, collision response
was very roughly approximated through an elementary re-
versal of the colliding objects’ velocities during collisions.
No reasonable contact modelling was considered but rather
the research was focussed on the collision detection scheme
alone.

O’Sullivan and Dingliana [OD99, DO00] later adapted
Hubbard’s work to use perceptual metrics and a more appro-
priate collision response solution to Hubbard’s elementary
response model was also proposed; the geometry of the re-
sultant contacting spheres was used to quickly approximate
appropriate contact data for collision response. The issues of
collision response in an interruptible system were also ad-
dressed to some extent in Dingliana and O’Sullivan’s paper.
In their discussions, however, the problems of multiple con-
tact responses and continuous contact are identified as open
issues.

Most recently, Klein and Zachmann [KZ03] have also ex-
plored the idea of time-critical collision detection usinga
data structure that they refer to asADB-trees (Augmented
DistriButed trees). Their ADB-tree is essentially a hierar-
chical bounding box tree but actually, any hierarchy adopted
to use theiraverage case approachis considered to be an
ADB-tree. Traversal of the tree is guided and aborted based
on the probability that a pair of bounding volumes con-
tain intersecting polygons. The case of collision response
is not considered in this work. However it is stated that
the approximate response model proposed by Dingliana and
O’Sullivan [DO00] can be incorporated into the method.

A multiresolution approach using a hierarchy of convex
hulls was proposed by Otaduy and Lin [OL03b, OL03a] and
Ehmann and Lin [EL00a, EL00b] that can also be applied
to level of detail collision handling. The Lin-Canny [Lin93]
closest feature algorithm coupled with aVoronoi marching
algorithm for further speed up, is used to track closest fea-
tures at each level within these schemes. In fact, Ehmann
and Lin [EL00b] describe using a directional lookup table
approach, similar to the CFM approach presented in this pa-
per, in order to initialise their Voronoi marching algorithm.

However, the approach presented in this paper differs from
that described by Ehmann and Lin in that we do not use our
algorithm to initialise any sort of Voronoi marching (or in-
deed consider the use of Voronoi regions at all). Rather, we
attempt to quickly obtain appropriate contact data based on
the underlying polygonal geometry through a direct mapping
of the closest feature from a spherical sample point which is
nearest to a determined point of contact.

The idea of determining appropriate contact information
by finding the closest feature to a point of contact is by no
means new. There has been much work done in determin-
ing closest features, mainly through the use of Voronoi re-
gions [Lin93, Mir98, EL00a, JC01]. Our closest feature ap-
proach is much simpler in the sense that no Voronoi regions
are ever considered but rather a simple direct mapping from
nearest spherical sample points is taken instead.

3. Approximating Contact information

In Dingliana and O’Sullivan’s approach, for each pair of col-
liding spheres detected, an approximate collision point for
this sphere pair collision is obtained by considering the inter-
section of the line through the centres of each sphere and the
intersecting plane of both spheres (the idea of using the line
connecting the centroids of polytopes to find thewitnessfor
collision detection was first suggested by Baraff [Bar90]).
An approximate contacting normal for the collision is fur-
ther determined by a simple calculation of the vector that
runs through the center of both colliding spheres.

While this solution is an elegant one and works quite well
for certain situations of refinable collision handling, at times
the information produced may be too approximate. For ob-
jects in constant motion, the effects of overly approximate
contact information may not be noticeable due to the ex-
pected chaotic nature of dynamics [OD01]. However, this
is not always the case. Some collisions forced to be resolved
at the root level (i.e. a single bounding sphere per object)
can produce a response that is very noticeably implausible;
for example a collision between two cubic objects. Further-
more, for situations where contact information is required
for more than a small period of time, such as cases of con-
tinuous contact, over-approximation of contact information
may also cause unwanted anomalous dynamic behaviour.

Consider two cases of a pair of rectangular objects in 2D
colliding with each other, whereby collision detection is al-
lowed to traverse beyond the root level as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1. In the first case 1(a), where both objects are freely
floating through space, over-approximations of contact nor-
mals do not adversely affect the plausibility of the simu-
lation. However, when one moving object falls directly on
top of another stationary one, 1(b), assuming that the second
object is falling under gravity, the scenario will eventually
bring the two bodies to a state of rest causing them to be in
a final stacked position. In such cases, it is necessary to have
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(a) Normal approximation does not affect overall plausibility of ob-
ject response

(b) Inaccurate contact normals cause unwanted rotation andshift-
ing during response

Figure 1: Cases where over-approximation of contact data
is appropriate 1(a) and inappropriate 1(b)

as close a contact normal approximation as possible to the
underlying polygonal representation of the model. Using the
previously described method to approximate contacting nor-
mals may result in unwanted rotations and shifting during
collisions, due to bad normal approximations, thus detract-
ing from the overall plausibility of the simulation.

3.1. Improved Approximations Using Closest Feature
Maps

To address the problems mentioned above and to provide
better contact approximations, we propose the novel concept
of Closest Feature Maps(CFMs) for improving refinable
collision handling. Essentially, a CFM is a mapping of con-
tact information based on the closest features from a set of
sample points around a sphere that bounds the model or part
of the model. It not only maintains the advantage that the fur-
ther down the sphere-tree we manage to traverse, the more
refined the contact information will be, but all contact infor-
mation is essentially obtained at the polygonal level rather
than through rougher approximations made on the geometry
of the contacting spheres, no matter where in the sphere-tree
we are approximating from. We illustrate a CFM for four
sphere-tree levels in Figure 2.

The CFM is pre-calculated and loaded in with the sphere-
tree information during system startup. A set of sample
points is defined around each sphere within the sphere-tree.

(a) Top level (b) Level 2

(c) Level 3 (d) Level 4

Figure 2: Closest Feature Map of four sphere-tree levels for
a shamrock model

During the pre-calculation stage it is possible for us to deter-
mine for each sample point on the corresponding sphere:

1. the closest feature on the model to each sample point
2. the closest point on the surface of the model to the sample

point in question on the bounding sphere
3. the outward pointing normal from the closest feature to

the sample point

If a sphere within the sphere-tree is involved in a collision
we simply approximate the point of contact in the same man-
ner as that proposed by Dingliana and O’Sullivan. We then
determine the closest sampling point on the sphere from this
approximate contact point and from that sample point we
may obtain the desired closest feature information for colli-
sion resolution. Of course, it is not necessary to store all the
suggested closest feature information within each sphere of
the sphere-tree, only what we deem necessary. In practice, to
reduce the memory requirements we only retain the normals
of the closest features to each sample point on the sphere
(perhaps a more appropriate name for the Closest Feature
Map if utilised in this manner would then be aNormal Map).
We use these normals as the contact normals during collision
detection rather than approximating normals in the manner
previously described. Such normals are closer approxima-
tions to the real normals needed for contact resolution.

4. CFM Construction

Before we can utilise the Closest Feature Map scheme for
collision handling within our simulations, we must first con-
struct them. Construction of CFMs involves several steps.
The first is to determine how we wish to distribute the sam-
pling points for each sphere within the sphere-tree. This is
important as the distribution and density of sampling points
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(a) Normal polar sampling (b) Adaptive polar sampling

Figure 3: Difference in point distribution for non-adaptive
and adaptively created polar sample points

around each sphere strongly affects our approximations of
closest feature information during collision handling.

For assigning sample points onto the spherical surface we
utilise a simple polar sampling scheme:

x = sin(φ)∗cos(θ) (1)

y = sin(φ)∗sin(θ) (2)

z = cos(φ) (3)

Such a scheme was chosen as it affords us a very quick
and intuitive retrieval strategy later on when determiningthe
closest spherical sample point to our point of contact.

Unfortunately, while this is an elementary method to use
for generating spherical sample points, the points that are
thus generated are not evenly distributed across the surface
of the sphere, as can be seen from Figure 3(a). This results
in very poor sampling of closest features as sample points
in close proximity to each other will usually determine the
same closest feature information. An adaptive value ofθ is
used during sample point creation depending on proximity to
the spherical poles to give better sampling distribution. Since
we are assuming a unit sphere during sample point creation,
this is easily done if we sampleθ with an interval propor-
tional tosin(φ). The results of adopting such a strategy are
illustrated in Figure 3(b). As can be seen, such a strategy
gives a much more favourable distribution of points around
the sphere.

4.1. Determining Closest Feature Information from
Sample Points

For determining closest feature information to each sam-
ple point we adopt the same closest point algorithm as
used by Hubbard [Hub95a] and Bradshaw [Bra02] within
their sphere-tree generation approaches. Unlike Hubbard
and Bradshaw, we are not concerned about whether a point
lies inside or outside the polygonal mesh just simply the
closest feature to the point.

In checking for the closest point to a triangle on the mesh
surface, the algorithm perpendicularly projects the pointp

(a) Point inside triangle (b) Outside triangle in front of
two edges

(c) In front of one edge and in-
side triangle

(d) In front of one edge and out-
side triangle

Figure 4: Different cases that can be encountered during
closest point searching

on the sphere’s surface to a pointp′ on the mesh. Three cases
are then considered:

Face

• p′ lies behind every edge of the triangle (Figure 4(a)).

Vertex

• p′ lies outside of the triangle but is in front of two edges
(Figure 4(b)).

• p′ lies in front of one edge and the perpendicular pro-
jection of p′ (i.e. p′′ ) lies outside of the triangle (Fig-
ure 4(d)).

Edge

• p′ lies in front of one edge and the perpendicular projec-
tion of p′ (i.e. p′′ ) lies inside of the triangle (i.e. behind
two edges, Figure 4(c)).

In all cases, once the closest feature has been determined, the
calculation of the corresponding normal to the discovered
closest feature is a trivial matter.

5. Efficient Nearest Sample Point Determination

During simulation, it is important that we can obtain ap-
propriate contact information as quickly as possible once a
collision has been detected. Fortunately, the polar sampling
schema provides us with an elementary and constant time re-
trieval solution, provided that we set up the data structureas
appropriate. The appropriate closest feature informationcan
be quickly retrieved by determining theφ andθ angle of the
point of contact from the contacting sphere’s centre. These
values can then be used as index values to quickly determine
the nearest spherical sample point and hence the closest fea-
ture. Since this is essentially a lookup process, the retrieval
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Model No. of
Stacks

Root
Samples

Leaf
Samples

File
Size

Cube 10 65 3 112k
Bunny 10 65 3 130k
Cube 16 167 11 345k
Bunny 16 167 11 415k

Table 1: Sample point resolution and file size for cube and
Stanford bunny models

strategy is conducted in a constant time manner, regardless
of number of sample points per sphere.

To account for non-constant polar sampling intervals ofθ
for each ring at angleφ, the equations for data retrieval can
be expressed as:

Indexφ =
φ∗ (ListSizeφ)

180
(4)

Indexθ =
θ∗ (ListSizeθ)

360
(5)

wherebyListSizeφ/θ are the respective sizes of theφ andθ
lists.

6. Discussion

For a time-critical dynamics system, the approximation of
the required contacting data for collision resolution should
not further hinder the imposed timing constraints of the en-
tire collision handling process. The polar sampling scheme
retrieves appropriate contact information in constant time, as
it is essentially a look up process, so it conforms well to this
required time criterion.

An alternative to the polar sampling approach is to employ
a geodesic sampling approach. This has the advantage that
all sample points created are equidistant to each other. How-
ever, closest feature data retrieval is not as intuitive as that
of the polar sampling scheme. We have also implemented
a geodesic sampling algorithm for comparison to the polar
sampling scheme using the vertices of an icosohedron for
sample point generation. Timing tests were conducted for
both the polar and geodesic sampling schemes for compar-
ison. For the geodesic sampling scheme we adopted an ele-
mentary divide and conquer approach for closest feature data
retrieval. The quadrant of the hemisphere in which the near-
est neighbouring sample point resided was determined and
then an exhaustive nearest neighbour search of the remain-
ing points was conducted in order to obtain the appropriate
closest feature data. This scheme proved to be four times
faster than an elementary linear search scheme.

A constant time retrieval of contact data is obviously most

favourable. As such, the polar sampling scheme is preferred
due to its elementary but yet guaranteed constant time re-
trieval solution. However, if a goedesic sampling scheme
is used or any other similar point distribution scheme for
bounding volumes other than spheres, then a voxel based
search scheme is recommended. Other temporal coherence
schemes may be similarly adopted to further speed up clos-
est feature retrieval.

It is very possible that, depending on the adopted sphere
generation algorithm, at lower levels of the sphere-tree some
bounding spheres may only bound a single polygon. Such a
case should be checked for during the closest feature deter-
mination and sample point creation process. It may be that,
in such a case, the sphere simply has the same closest feature
information for all sample points distributed over the sphere.
In such an instance it is not necessary to store or even main-
tain excessive sample points for the sphere in question but
merely the associated bounded closest feature. Thus, when
such a sphere is involved in a collision, the appropriate clos-
est feature information is trivially obtained. Such a check
during the pre-processing stage invariably leads to further
speedup of closest feature data retrieval if a geodesic scheme
is used.

We may further optimise our CFM schema by enhancing
how we deal with the point distribution around the bound-
ing spheres of the sphere-tree if we adopt a progressive re-
finement strategy for the point distribution scheme as well.
In other words, the further down the tree we progress, the
more sparse the point sampling on each sphere need be, since
the possibility of catching duplicate closest feature informa-
tion to associated sample points on each sphere increases as
sphere size decreases. We adopt such a strategy during sam-
ple point creation. It was found that using between 10 to
16 stacks for sample point creation gave, in general, a good
sampling resolution. It should be noted that we did not use
very high detailed polygonal models in our animations; for
example, the Stanford bunny model only had 1500 triangles.
Table 1 shows the maximum (i.e. at the root) and minimum
(i.e. at the leaf nodes) sampling resolution along with ac-
tual CFM file size for sample points created using 10 and
16 stacks for a cube and bunny model. It should be noted
that the CFM file also contained information on the makeup
of the spherical bounding volume hierarchy for the corre-
sponding model.

The question arises why we did not simply use an av-
eraging of the normals of the closest features bounded by
the corresponding sphere. While this in itself may seem like
a sensible idea and does potentially give us a very quick
data retrieval strategy, there are cases whereby this averaging
scheme once again may provide us with undesirable over-
approximation of contact data for collision resolution. Such
an instance is best illustrated if one takes the case of a sphere
bounding the corner of a box object. In such a case the sphere
bounds at least two faces of the box that are perpendicular to
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No. of Stacks Full Polar Adaptive Polar

5 0.371169 0.17718
10 0.144332 0.119856
20 0.0717484 0.0661784

Table 2: Standard deviation of distances between neigh-
bouring sample points in a polar sampling scheme

each other. If we take the case of Figure 1(b) where we have
one box falling directly on top of each other, the averaging of
normal data in such an instance will produce normal infor-
mation that causes unwanted rotation during initial contact
which will detract from the overall plausibility of the resul-
tant animation.

7. Results

In order to better gauge the sampling distribution of the
adaptive polar sampling scheme, the standard deviation of
distances between neighbouring sample points was taken.
The ideal standard deviation that we would prefer is ob-
viously zero as this suggests equidistant points (as is the
case for a geodesic sampling scheme), which in turn reduces
the possibility of unnecessary duplicate closest feature in-
formation. Standard deviations of distances were measured
and compared for both the full and adaptive polar sampling
scheme for points created with 5, 10 and 20 stacks. As the
results shown in Table 2 illustrate, adaptive polar sampling
greatly improves thequalityof point distribution as the num-
ber of contacting points are reduced. As point distribution
increases, neighbouring points start to become fairly close
to equidistant from each other, so much so that the adap-
tive scheme only provides minor improvements. However,
it must be noted that as the number of sampling points in-
creases, so too does the possibility of producing too many
unnecessary duplicate closest feature data. The ideal situa-
tion is to have as much unique closest feature information
as possible utilising the least number of sample points per
sphere.

To further determine the overall improvement in plausibil-
ity of animations created with our CFM schema, we took the
plausibility metric proposed by O’Sullivan et al. [ODGK03]
and applied it to animations produced for four different
bounding sphere levels for collisions between two simple
objects (i.e. two cubes) and then two relatively complex ob-
jects (i.e. two Stanford bunnies). The animations consisted
of two objects in a zero gravity environment with one ob-
ject moving towards another initially stationary object. The
objects eventually collide providing us with a physical re-
sponse whereby the appropriate response parameters were
then recorded.

We did this for animations using our CFM scheme and

then for animations using Dingliana and O’Sullivan’s ap-
proximation scheme so that we could determine the differ-
ence in visual fidelity for each schema along with the merits
of our scheme.

In order to validate our data with the proposed plausibil-
ity metric we needed some “referent to reality” in order to
compare this data with. In this case, it was necessary to also
simulate and determine the physical response from an ex-
act polygonal level detected collision. This data was then
used as our reference data during fidelity probability calcu-
lations. For the exact level collisions, we used a very high
detailed sphere-tree hierarchy (i.e. a sphere-tree with many
levels such that leaf spheres are quite small and abundant) to
first narrow in on the region of interest. Then the normal of
contact is determined by the polygon that is bounded by the
leaf sphere.

For each animation in both the CFM and non-CFM cases
we measured the magnitude of the linear and angular veloc-
ity responses, the angle of the outgoing linear momentum
and the nearest distance between the surfaces of the collid-
ing bodies. From these results, we evaluated the angular dis-
tortion probabilityPangular for each object,x andy in the ani-
mation, along with the linear and angular velocity distortion
probabilities,PLV andPAV respectively. Also, the probabil-
ities for the gap between each object,Pgap, for each level
of the hierarchy was determined. For the case of evaluating
the angular distortion probabilityPangular, the probability of
lookingPL for the moving box (i.e. objectx) was determined
to be 1 and the probability of not lookingPNL for this mov-
ing box was 0. This was the opposite way around for object
y, the initial stationary box (i.e.PL = 0 andPNL = 1). We did
not consider any delay distortion probabilitiesPdelayas there
was no delay for collision response within these animations.

We present the evaluated probabilities for both the CFM
and non-CFM schemas in Figure 5 (i.e. a rating of 1 is most
plausible with 0 being least plausible). The results presented
by Figures 5(a) and 5(c), suggest that our CFM method in
general exhibites quite a high visual fidelity. This was es-
pecially true for the case of the cube experiments. This re-
sult can be attributed to the fact that with the CFM method,
data for collision response is approximated at the polygonal
level rather than through a rougher approximation through
the bounding sphere geometry as is the case with Dingliana
and O’Sullivan’s non-CFM method.

These encouraging results further lend weight to vali-
dating the advantages of our CFM schema for use within
time critical dynamics. For animations of simple geomet-
ric objects such as a cube, these results suggest that the
CFM method preserves the overall physical behaviour for
all bounding sphere levels.

To illustrate the merits of the Closest Feature Maps ap-
proach, we present frames from two worse case scenario an-
imations in Figure 6. It can be seen that the approach that
utilises the approximation scheme proposed by Dingliana
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(a) Probabilities for CFM animations - Cubes (b) Probabilities for non-CFM animations - Cubes

(c) Probabilities for CFM animations - Bunnies (d) Probabilities for non-CFM animations - Bunnies

Figure 5: Results of the visual fidelity probabilities of CFMs in an animation

and O’Sullivan can potentially either cause unwanted ro-
tations (case of continuous contact) or not enough rotation
(case or resolving at highest spherical level), thus leading to
noticeable anomalous physical behaviour. The Closest Fea-
ture Map scheme when utilised within such scenarios how-
ever, improved the responses for such situations. For our
simulations, an impulse based approach similar to that of
Mirtich [Mir96] is used for cases of continuous contact.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented the novel idea ofClosest
Feature Mapsto better approximate contact data during in-
terruption of collision detection. The major issues and stages
involved in constructing and using CFMs for more accurate
refinable contact approximation were discussed.

In practice, in order to reduce the memory footprint of
CFMs, it is only necessary to store closest surface normal
information of the feature in question for collision resolu-
tion, as poor normal approximation invariably produces im-
plausible collision response. Of course, other closest feature
information could potentially be kept as well if more infor-
mation is needed.

For sphere-tree BVHs, we advocate the use of the adaptive
polar sampling scheme over a geodesic sampling scheme.
Our results have shown that the standard deviation of the
distances between neighbouring sample points in the adap-

tive polar scheme is relatively low, meaning that the sample
point distribution is comparable to a scheme that produces a
distribution of equidistant points.

It should be noted that CFM approximations are only as
accurate as the sphere sample point distribution will allow.
Of course, too sparse point sampling may produce too ap-
proximate contact data. However, it is also possible to have
an overabundance of unnecessary point samples, whereby
closest feature determination becomes overly pedantic, to
such a degree that memory is needlessly wasted. In our de-
termination of how many sample points to produce for each
bounding sphere, we used the current spherical level as a
guide. However, probably a better strategy to employ would
be to determine sampling resolution based on some heuristic
that takes into account the number of faces being bound by
the bounding volume along with the number of sharp edges
exhibited.

We would like to expand the scheme in the future for
bounding volume hierarchies other than sphere-trees for in-
terruptible collision handling. A comparison of a nearest
neighbour voxel based retrieval scheme for other bounding
volumes with generic point distribution schemes to that of
the constant time retrieval scheme of the polar sampling ap-
proach is also planned. This is in order to further gauge the
merits and disadvantages of the current approach. Currently,
the polar sampled CFM scheme has been successfully in-
tegrated into a full time adaptive dynamics system and has
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(a) Non-CFM approach - Bunny landing on top of another box (b) CFM approach - Bunny landing on top of another box

(c) Non-CFM approach - Resolving collisions at highest spherical level (d) CFM approach - Resolving collisions at highest spherical level

Figure 6: Two example scenes illustrating CFM approach improving contact response for worse case scenarios

performed quite well with no noticeable anomalous physical
behaviour during collision processing. Further investigation
into good optimum levels of sample point distribution is also
warranted. Perhaps a correlation between smallest polygon
and bounding sphere size can be used to determine the num-
ber of sample points around each sphere or maybe even a
hybrid scheme involving the heuristic mentioned in the last
paragraph could be further investigated.
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